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Development work on the TRCUMF cyclotron RF cavity 
requires an efficient code to study the effects on 
voltage distributions of reso,lator geometry non- 
uniformity, including misalignnient oE the cantilevered 
cavity walls, the end flux guides and the centre post. 
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summary 

A quasi-three-dimensional code, RFQ3D, although origi- 
nally written for radio frequency quadrupole cavity 
studies, has been successfully adapted to siaulate the 
TRLUMF cavity. 

The code uses four one-dimensLona1 coupled trans- 
mission line equations to calculate the voltage distri- 
butions along the dee gap and allows Eor local varia- 
tions Ln the transmission line inductance and capaci- 
tance. The effects of individual resonator components 
on the accelerating voltage profile and the RF leakage 
for both the fundamental and third harmonic frequencies 
are calculated and conpared with precise l:LO model 
measurements. 

Introduction 

The TRLUMF RF cavity1 consists of 2 opposing 
dee’s, each 3 meters wide by 16 meters long. The 
accelerating RF voltage is generated along the dee 

tips, which are supported 0.1 meters from the ground 
plane by individually cantilevered resonator segments 
(a total of 80 in all). Misalignments, distortions and 
vibrations of these segments are inevitable even under 
optimal operating conditions. In order to calculate 
the effects of these cavity perturbations on the char- 
acteristics of this unusually flat cavity, an efficient 
three-dimensional RF cavity code is required which can 
handle both large dimensions and small geometry pertur- 
bations. The presently available true 3-d computer RF 
cavity codes are either unable to cope with the TRIUMF 
geometry or consume an unacceptable amount of 
computational time. 

RFQ3D2 is a quasi-three-dimensFona1 program 
originally written to calculate the effects of dimen- 
sional variations on the full three-dimensional proper- 
ties of a radio frequency quadrupole cavity. The code 
treats an RFQ cavity as a system of four longitudinally 
continuously coupled l-dimensional loaded transmission 
Lines with appropriate boundary conditions. The radial 
dimensLons of each lobe of the RFQ cavity is repre- 
sented in the code by distributed transmissCon line 
shunt capacitances and inductances. Voltage and cur- 
rent profLles are calculated along the axis of the 
cavity which may have local variations in CCOSS- 

sectional area. When used with values of equivalent 
distributed and lumped capacftance and inductance 
derLved entirely from the cavity geometry, the code has 
successfully determined voltage distri.butions and 
resonance frequencies in the TRLUMF resonator. Non- 

uniformities along the dee gag such as flux guides, the 
centre post and misaLignments of hot and/or ground arms 
can be simulated and their effects studied, at both the 
fundamental resonant frequency of 23 MHz and the third 
harmonic frequency of 69 MHz. 

Calculation of distributed impedances 
(fundamental resonance) 

The representation of the TRLUMF resonator struc- 
ture as a grossly flattened RFQ is shown in Fig. 1. 
Probe housings attached to the tank LLd and bottom 
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Fig. I. Representation of the TRLIJIMF RF 
cavity as an RFQ (end view). 

along the dee gap form two of the the RFQ vanes (2 and 

4), whereas the dee hot arms, In whLch the upper and 
lower tips are assumed for this study to be connected, 
form vanes L and 3. 

At resonance, each RFQ lobe can be represented by 
a quarter wave stub at 23 MHz (three-quarter wave at 69 
MHz) that is shorted at one end and capacitively loaded 
at the dee gap. The dee tip capacitance per unit length 
consists of 2 parts: the tip-to-tip capacitance Ct, 
and the tip-to-probe housing capacitance Ctp. Due to 
their complex geometries, Ct 

P 
and Ctt are evaluated 

using numerLca1 methods. Us ng SUPERFISH the following 
values are obtained: 

ctp = 6.9 pF/m 

Ctt = LO.6 pF/m 

The corresponding equivalent lumped element 
circuit is given in FLg. 2. The total “vane-to-vane” 
capacitance is equal to the sum of the transmission 
line capacitance Co and the tip-to-probe housing 
capacFtance Ctp: 

Ci = co + Ctp i=1,2,3,4 

To calculate Co and Lo due to the transmission 
line, we first note that the capacitance and inductance 
per unit length for a parallel plate are 

and 
C = cy,‘d 
L = vyd 

Fig. 2. Equivalent circuit oE the 
RFQ model of the TRLUMF cavity. 
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where y is the width of the pLate, d is the distance 
between the plates, E is the relative permittivity and 
p is the relative permeablility. Since the current and 
the voltage in the line are distributed sinusoidally, 
the equivalent capacitance and inductance in a resonant 
line must be reduced from the dc parallel plate value. 
Their distributions at the frequencies of interest can 
be calculated using the total tip loading capacitance 
and the characteristic impedance of the transmission 
line. These average values can then be used to calcu- 
late the equivalent capacitance and inductance of the 
line. The resultant values are 

LO = 265.3 &ru 

co = 161.5 pF/m 

The “vane-to-vane” capacitances are: 

ci = 168.4 pF/m, i=1,2,3,4 Y = j/Z, n/2 (w,-w)/w, 

by 

The “cross-vane- capacitances Cg and Cs are given and when close to the third harmonic frequency w3 as 

Y = j/Z, 3~12 Cm,-w)/w, 

and 
c5 = ctt = 10.6 pF/m 

‘6 = ‘pp = 1.6 pF/m 

where Cpp is the probe housing-to probe housing capacl- 
tance and is calculated using a parallel plate approxi- 
matfon. The “cross-vane” inductances Lg and Ls are 
zero except at the centerpost region. Modifications to 
the above distributed values are necessary at the cen- 
tral region due to the centre post structure. Since 
the center post connects the top and the bottom probe 
housing together the equivalent reactance of this 
section of the line is given by the inductance of a 
cylinder, 

L5 = 0.0385 nH 

Structural features in the centre post region, 
including a pedestal and cutouts in the hot arms, are 
included in the distributed impedances of the transmis- 
sion line as step functions with smooth edges and nor- 
malized to provide the correct integrated capacitance 
or inductance over the length of the centre post. 

Finally, the equivalent lumped inductances and 
capacitances due to the flux guide and the tank side 
wall is evaluated. Because of the complex geometry of 
the flux lines, at best an estimate of the equivalent 
lumped elements can be given. Again assuraing a sinusoi- 
dal distribution of voltages and current along the 
line, the L’s and C’s are given by 

Lei = 872.3 nH 
Lej = 101.3 nH 
C ei = 44.2 UF 

Cej = 0.4 i.lF 

i-1,3 
j=2,4 

Due to the complex nature of the end region, the 
calculations for the lumped values of the equivalent 
impedances are approximate and are useful only in 
determining the effects of geometry changes, 
rather than for calculating the absolute magnitudes of 
voltages. 

Calculation of distributed impedances -- 
(third harmonic resonance) 

Normally, the equivalent circuit approach Is used 
to calculate the properties of the fundamental reso- 
nance. To study the cavity response at the third har- 
~nonic frequency it is necessary to modify the equiva- 
lent distributed capacitances and inductances from 
their fundamental values. From the parallel plate area 
considerations, the new shunt capacitances and 

inductances are l/3 of the fundamental values: 

1 ci3 = Cil3 
and 

Li3 = Lii3 i=1,2,3,4 

However, due to the presence of other shunt elements at 
the tips, further modifications to Ci’s and Li’s are 
necessary. The admtttance of a shorted Line of length 
L is given by 

Y = j/Z, cot (WE/C) 

where Z, is the characteristic impedance of the line, w 
the angular frequency and c the speed of light. When o 
is close to the fundamental resonant frequency wl, it 
can be expressed as 

Note that the admittance sensitivity to frequency is 
three times higher at third harmonic frequency. In 
order to include this effect and at the same tine 
keeping the resonant frequency o3 constant, the fol- 
lowing corrections to the C’s and L’s are necessary: 

ci3 
and 

’ = 3 Ci3 = Ci 

Li3’ = l/3 Li3 = Li/9. 1=1,2,3,4 

Voltage Profile along the Dee Gap --- 

The above values of capacitances and inductances 
were used in the RFQ3D code to calculate the voltage 
distribution along the dee gap, shown in Fig. 3. The 
dee gap voltage profile obtained from the calculation 
at 23 MHz shows a slight decrease of voltage towards 
the outer segments (Fig.3). A drop of 4.2% (-0.4 dB) 
is observed between the centre and the outermost seg- 
merits. A pronounced voltage drop of 78.2% (-13.2 dB) 
occurs at 69 MHz, due to the shorter wavelength. 
Measurements on the TRIUMF cyclotron and on the 1:lO 
scale model also give similar results. The calcula- 
tions showed that this non-uniformity is due to two 
effects: 

1). The perturbation at the central region causes the 
shunt inductance to decrease slightly due to the cutout 
for the centre post but it also adds a significant 
amount of extra capacitance between the hot arms and 

Fig. 3. Comparison of the RFQ3D calculations and 
measurements of the dee gap voltage profiles for 
both fundamental and third harmonic resonances. 
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the centre post structure. As a result the local reso- 
nant frequency in the centre region is lower than the 
rest of the resonator, resulting in a higher voltage at 
the centre. 

2). At the flux guides there is very little tip Loading 
capacitance. This and other geometry effects cause the 
local resonant frequency at the ends to be Lightly 
higher than the rest of the resonator, resulting in a 
locally Lower voltage at the ends. 

These two effects combine to cause the observed 
voltage gradient along the dee gap. This gradient can 
be reduced or completely eliminated by reducing or 
compensating for the above two perturbations. Because 
the centre post is necessary for the injection oE beam 
into the cyclotron, modificatton to the centre post 
geometry is not possible. However, the perturbation 
created by the post can be compensated by reducing the 
length of the central resonator segment at the shorted 
end of the transmission line. This is simulated in 
RFQ3D by reducing the inductance Fn the central region. 
Fig. 4 shows the changes of the voltage gradient as a 
function of the amount of shortening. At 23 MHz the 
shortening of the central resonator segments is all 
that is required to achieve an uniform voltage along 
the dee gap. At 69 MHz, however, the shorter wavelength 
allows voltage variation to occur over a much shorter 
distance, and adjustment at the outer regions (flux 
guides) is requFred to compensate for the perturbation 
at the flux guide. 
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Fig. 4. RFQ3D calculations of the effect 
of central resonator shortening on the RF 
voltage profile (23 MHz). 
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Fig. 5. CalculatLon oE the effect of resonator 
misalignment on the 23 MHz voltage profile. 

Effect of Resonator Misalignments 

Since misalignments of the hot and ground arms 
mainly affect the geometry at the tip region where 
there is a strong electric field and a weak magnetic 
fteld, they can be simulated by a local change in the 
vane-to-vane capacitance. Fig. 5 shows the dee gap 
voltages when the equivalent capacitance of the cavity 
is increased by 2%, corresponding to a hot arm tip 
deflection of 3%. 

In the figure the deflection occurs near the right 
end of vane 1, corresponding to segment 8, quadrant 1 
of the cyclotron RF cavity. Voltage feedback regula- 
tion is simulated by renormalizing the result to the 
voltage at the left end of the vane (segment 10 of 
TRIUMF quadrant 2). The results show that the voltage 
profiles in this quadrant and along the length of vane 
3 (TRIUMF quadrants 3 and 4) are not affected by the 
misalignment (less than 0.02 dB change), affected, i.e. 
only the distorted quadrant is affected by the distor- 
tion. The voltage on the dIstorted half quadrant 
changes by 0.7% (0.06 dB) and the other half quadrant 
changes by 0.5% (0.04 dB). This is in good agreement 
with the measurements on the cyclotron (0.09 dB) and in 
the 1:lO model. In the actual machine, vanes 1 and 3 
are split into the upper and Lower dee tips, which are 
however electrically connected at the flux guide ends 
of the dee gap. 

These results showed that at the fundamental fre- 
quency of 23 MHz, the coupling between the upper and 
the Lower quadrants through the flux guide is suffi- 
ciently strong that the perturbation in voltage due to 
misalignment in a quadrant will affect both the upper 
and the Lower sFde of the quadrant. However, the pres- 
ence oE the centre post suppresses the propagation of 
the perturbation to the other quadrant of the same dee, 
and the dee-to-dee capacitance is too weak to allow 
propagatfon to the other dee. 

The situation Eor the case of the third harmonic 
frequency is quite different, where the dee-to-dee 
coupling is now three time stronger due to the higher 
frequency. The perturbations due to the geometry dis- 
tortion now are able to propagate to the both the upper 
and lower half of the opposite dee. 

Conclusions 

The results above were obtained using Lumped and 
distributed impedances determined entirely from geome- 
try considerations, and without fitting to RF voltage 
and frequency measurements. Comparison of the RFQ3D 
results with model and cyclotron measurements indicated 
that the code has sucessfully modelled the behavior of 
the TKLUMF cavity. It thus provided a valuable tool to 
identify the components in the cavity, such as the 
centre post and the flux guides, which have strong 
influences on the voltage profile in the dee gap. It 
also enables one to predict the behavior of the cavity 
when its geometry is changed. 
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